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Resolution Adaptive Volume SulptingEri Ferley, Marie-Paule Cani and Jean-Dominique GasueliMAGIS/GRAVIR-IMAG,a joint researh projet of CNRS/INRIA/UJF/INPG,INRIA Rhône-Alpes ZIRST, 655 avenue de l'Europe,Montbonnot, 38334 Saint Ismier Cedex, Frane.E-mail: Eri.Ferley�imag.fr, Marie-Paule.Cani�imag.fr, Jean-Dominique.Gasuel�imag.frWe propose a sulpture metaphor based on a multiresolution volumetrirepresentation. It allows the user to model both preise and oarse featureswhile maintaining interative updates and display rates.The modelled surfae is an iso-surfae of a salar-�eld, whih is sampledon an adaptive hierarhial grid that dynamially subdivides or undividesitself. Field modi�ations are transparent to the user: The user feels as ifhe were diretly interating with the surfae via a tool that either adds orremoves \material". Meanwhile, the tool modi�es the salar �eld aroundthe surfae, its size and shape automatially guiding the underlying gridsubdivision.In order to give an interative feedbak whatever the tool's size, tools areapplied in an adaptive way, the grid being always updated from oarse to�ne levels. This maintains interative rates even for large tool-sizes. It alsoenables the user to ontinuously apply a tool, with an immediate oarse-sale feedbak of the multiple ations being provided. A dynami Level-Of-Detail (LOD) mehanism ensures that the iso-surfae is displayed atinterative rates regardeless of the zoom value; surfae elements, generatedand stored at eah level of resolution, are displayed depending on their sizeon the sreen. The system may swith to a oarser surfae display duringuser ations, thus always insuring interative visual feedbak.Two appliations illustrate the use of this system: Firstly, omplexshapes with both oarse and �ne features an be sulpted from srath.Seondly, we show that the system an be used to edit models that havebeen onverted from a mesh representation.Key Words: volumetri sulpting, impliit surfaes, multiresolution, hierarhy of uniformgrid, multiproess, multithread
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2 ERIC FERLEY, MARIE-PAULE CANI, JEAN-DOMINIQUE GASCUEL1. INTRODUCTIONSulpting with diret 3D interation has attrated muh attention in the past fewyears. These approahes provide the user with diret interation with a 3D modelvia a tool linked to a 3D input devie; this may range from a virtual trakballattahed to a 2D-mouse to a fore-feedbak artiulated arm (see Figure 1). Mid-range input devie inlude 3D-mie, suh as a Spaemouse or a Spaeball. The userpereives the sulpted objet on a lassial sreen with or without stereovision, orwith semi-transparent stereo-glasses. The targeted user of these systems shouldalready be familiar with 3D interation suh as lay-modelling or real-sulpting.This is ontrary to users of 2D metaphors suh as Teddy [10℄, where 2D urves areused to infer a 3D shape.

FIG. 1. Priniple of operationHiding the underlying representation is essential in a 3D sulpting system. Theuser should be able to fous his attention on the shape being modelled rather thanon its mathematial, internal representation. This is not the ase in traditional,parametri approahes used in CAGD (e.g. the use of a ontrol mesh to editNURBS or subdivision surfae representations). In addition, one of the key featureswe are seeking is the ability to transparently handle onnetion and dis-onnetionof model-parts. To this end, volumetri representations suh as impliit surfaes1appear very well suited.Handling topologial hanges is not the only advantage of impliit surfaes in theontext of an interative sulpting system : they also ensure a orret de�nition ofa losed surfae whih always possesses a well de�ned interior and exterior. Clas-sial impliit surfaes modelling mostly uses primitives (skeletons) that generatea salar �eld from whih an iso-surfae is extrated. These salar �elds an thenbe ombined in various ways, the most basi one being summation. A drawbakof this onstrutive approah is that the ost of �eld evaluation grows with thenumber of primitives. If eah user ation results in a primitive reation, the �eldevaluation rapidly beomes prohibitive and forbids interativity. Primitive sorting1An impliit surfae modelling review is beyond the sope of this paper. The interested readermay �nd a good introdution in [4℄.



RESOLUTION ADAPTIVE VOLUME SCULPTING 3optimization, suh as those proposed by A. Sourin [14℄ in the ase of metal emboss-ing (whih requires less primitives than modeling a 3D shape), or other tehniquesto merge and simplify the primitives ould be explored to solve this problem. Werather use a straightforward solution that onsists in diretly storing a disrete,sampled representation of the salar �eld. Various papers have already proposedsimilar Disrete Salar Field approahes. We disuss them in the next setion,before desribing our ontribution.1.1. Modelling with disrete salar �elds: Previous workInterative modelling based on disrete salar �eld representation was early in-trodued in 1991 by T. Galyean and J. Hughes [9℄. The �eld was stored on a regular3d grid (voxmap). The tool used to edit the �eld was also disretized and partiularattention was paid to prevent aliasing when the disrete tool was re-sampled intothe �eld grid. Available tool ations inluded adding or removing material, andsmoothing the surfae through a onvolution applied to the 3D �eld.In 1995, S. Wang and A. Kaufman [15℄ extended the interation to arving usingtools dedued from a pre-generated 203 volume raster or sawing (extruding) viaurves drawn onto the sreen.The following year, R. Avila and L. Sobierajski [1℄ used a fore feedbak artiu-lated arm to ommand the tool in a similar ontext. The very rapid update raterequired limited the tool size to 3-5 voxels.We also developed a sulpting systems based on a similar methodology [6, 7℄. Weused a hashing struture to store a regular virtual grid, in order to allow the userto add material without any limitation in spae. Other available operations werematerial removal, and loal deformations modelling ontat with a rigid tool. Wepaid very little attention to aliasing, as we onsidered it as a natural sampling lim-itation due to the �xed grid resolution. We suggested multi-resolution or adaptivesampling of the �eld as the adequate solution to the problem. This paper desribesthis solution.Surprisingly, a huge amount of ontributing papers deal with multiresolution vol-umetri data or adaptive disretization of impliit surfaes but few multiresolutionapproahes have been applied in the ontext of volumetri modelling.In 1998, J. B�rentzen [2℄ proposed an otree-based volume sulpting system.Used to aelerate ray-asting rendering, the otree is unfortunately stati: thesubdivision is limited to, and always reahes a �xed leaf level, yielding a regularsampling solution very lose to the grid used in [9℄. Dynami leaf-node managementto preserve memory in regions of low details or to inrease resolution in highlydetailed regions was left as a future work.More reently, A. Raviv and G. Elber [13℄ proposed a di�erent hierarhial ap-proah based on salar tensor produt uniform trivariate B-Spline funtion. Aolletion of B-Spline pathes with arbitrary position, orientation and size is usedto represent the salar �eld. The user an reate pathes and selet an ative pathto edit with a tool that modi�es its salar oeÆients. An additional otree stru-ture is used to sample the olletion of pathes and ondut a Marhing Cubes toextrat the iso-surfae. The otree resolution is guided by the underlying pathessize.



4 ERIC FERLEY, MARIE-PAULE CANI, JEAN-DOMINIQUE GASCUELK. MDonnell, H. Qin and R. Wlodarzyk [11℄ reently presented another inter-esting approah, based on subdivision solids and surfaes. Three distint kinds oftools are presented: hapti, geometri and physially-based; eah addressing dif-ferent features of the model. The paper laims diret physis-based interationwith the sulpted surfae to transparently handle the internal subdivision shemes.However, the user still has to expliitly edit ontrol ells to hange the topologyof the model and to edit mass-points to hange its physial behavior. The hapti-based deformation also requires to set a spring onnetion between the seletedmass-point to the tool's ursor.More reently, Frisken and al. [8℄ proposed a resolution adaptive volumetri ap-proah, named ADF whih stands for Adaptively Sampled Distane Field. Thebasi idea is to use the eulidean distane to a given surfae and adaptively sampleinto a disrete salar �eld. Field reomputations due to surfae editing are per-formed either by starting at the bottom of the hierarhy and then performing asimpli�ation pass (bottom-up strategy) or by re�ning the disrete �eld where ne-essary (top-down strategy). Their last paper [12℄ addressed some limitations of themethod suh as improving the update rate. In order to maintain interativity, theupdate is performed in priority at the neighborhood of the surfae. Then distanemodi�ations propagate during idle moments.This approah presents some similarities with our method, though they weredevelopped totally independently. Both of them exploit the idea of adaptive, mul-tiresolution volume sulpting. However, major di�erenes an be observed in theway the information is stored and sampled in the 3D �eld. Instead of storing theeulidean distane to the modelled surfae, we store a �eld funtion (similar to theones used in impliit surfae modelling). This �eld funtion is the omposition ofthe eulidean distane with a potential funtion that smoothly dereases to zeroas the distane grows. This formulation presents several advantages: not only thepotential ats as a �lter that smoothes the distane, but, it also bounds the regionof inuene of editing ations. Consequently only loal �eld updates are required.In ontrast, the region where the eulidian distane hanges after surfae editingis unbounded. So even loal editing may produe global �eld updates in Frisken'sapproah. Another di�erene is the subdivision strategy. Frisken stops subdividingwhen the di�erene between the distanes omputed by two onseutive levels ofthe hierarhy is under a given threshold. With this method, subdivision reahes thebottom of the hierarhy on every distane disontinuity. Suh disontinuities ournear eah surfae onavity, and their spatial extend an be unbounded. Athoughsubdivision is restrited to ells that ross the surfae during edition [12℄, subdivi-sion in those disontinuity regions may propagate at idle moments. This an leadto over-sampled regions that an be loated far away from the surfae, severelyimpating omputational time and memory requirement.1.2. OverviewThis paper presents a 3D sulpture system that enables interation with a sulptedobjet, at any modelling sale, without having to be onerned with the underlyingmathematial representations. The modelled surfae is an iso-surfae of a salar-�eld. The �eld is stored in a hierarhial grid with a given subdivision fator. Theextent of the struture, in terms of spae and resolution, is fully dynami; it is



RESOLUTION ADAPTIVE VOLUME SCULPTING 5driven by the ations of the user and has no size limitation of maximum depth.This system allows for preise, interative diret modelling through addition andremoval of material. As the underlying salar �eld representation is ompletelyhidden from the user, the use of the system is intuitive, and gives the feeling ofdiret interation with the sulpted surfae.Our main ontributions are: (1) an adaptive subdivision of the �eld guided bythe tool; (2) a progressive update of the hierarhial �eld using priority queue meh-anisms whih allow the use of large tools at interative rates and to ontinuouslyapply a tool; (3) an interative rendering that diretly exploits the hierarhial �eldrepresentation to loally ondut a Marhing Cubes surfae extration and limit thedisplay omplexity at eah frame aording to the amera position.The remainder of the paper addresses these three points in Setions 2 to 4.Setion 5 then shows our results in two di�erent ontexts: the diret reation ofa omplex sulpture and using an editable model that has been onverted from amesh representation. Setion 6 presents onlusions and future researh diretions.2. TOOL GUIDED ADAPTIVE SUBDIVISIONOur sulpting system lets the user interat with a tool that modi�es a salar �eld.Our onvention is to represent the interior of the sulpted objet using positive�eld values and to have a null �eld where no material exists. This enfores theanalogy with the real world, the salar �eld being similar to a material density. Thedisplayed surfae evolves with a given iso-value of the �eld, reating the illusion ofdiret interation with the objet's surfae.Clamping �eld values so that they lie between a minimum and a maximum valueis neessary in this representation. Indeed, as the tools' ontributions are appliedin a umulative manner, suessive subtrative tool appliations would result in anegative �eld whih would arti�ially prevent new material reation in this region.Symmetrially, suessive additive appliations would arti�ially prevent materialremoval. In our partiular implementation, the salar �eld is lamped between 0and 3, the objet's surfae being de�ned by the iso-value 1:5.This setion details the onstraints we have on the �eld representation and dis-usses our hoies. 2.1. Data strutures2.1.1. Hierarhial salar �eldThe most straightforward, easily edited, salar �eld representation onsists insampling the (supposed ontinuous) �eld on a regular grid basis. Samples of �eldvalues are stored, along with other attributes suh as the �eld gradient and olor, ina Vertex struture (see top-left of Figure 3). This an be done without spoiling the�eld's apparently unlimited spatial extent using a hashing struture to store the gridas in [7℄. However, this �xed resolution framework limits the kind of shapes thatan be modelled: when a �ne grid is used to represent details, surfae modi�ationat a oarser sale requires editing too many samples, thus preventing interativity.We extend here this approah with the ability to loally re�ne the sampling rate,suh as illustrated in Figure 2. In order to preserve the multiresolution representa-tion, the left ell isn't replaed by the sub-ells set, but is rather enrihed with it:



6 ERIC FERLEY, MARIE-PAULE CANI, JEAN-DOMINIQUE GASCUEL
FIG. 2. Subdivision priniple. Many hoies are left, suh as replaing the left Cell by thesubdivided Cells on the right or referening the subdivided Cells as hildren of the left Cell (i.e.enrihing the left Cell), dupliating or not the Vertex elements that have the same position, . . .the sub-ells are its suessors or hildren. As we do not want to restrit the userto any resolution limit (as well as not restrit the extent of his model in spae), weneed to allow dynami reation or deletion of suh suessors sets. This a prioripreludes the use of most lassial otree storage optimizations. So, we rather tryto redue the struture overost by allowing a diret jump to muh �ner resolutions.We subdivide spae by a onstant fator n on eah dimension (n = 4 on Figure2). This ntree struture resembles the Reursive Grids used in buket-like spaepartitioning data strutures [5℄. Figure 3 (left) gives an outline of the ntree Cellstruture.

FIG. 3. Data-struture used for the �eld representation (left) and for applying a tool thatmodi�es the �eld (right).The next point to disuss is whether to: (1) express the samples at a �ner level,k+1 as a delta ontribution over the average or median value that would be storedat the oarser level k; (2) store diretly the �eld value in eah sample, thus usingsimple subsampling for oarser levels.



RESOLUTION ADAPTIVE VOLUME SCULPTING 7Solution 1 appears more elegant, as it looks like a wavelet deomposition ofthe 3d salar �eld. However, it yields the extra ost of maintaining the hierarhyohereny. Coarser levels would need to be updated when detailed modi�ationsare onduted on smaller levels, in order to reompute the average or median �eld'svalues.Solution 1 also suggests that large hanges on the low-resolution levels ould ef-fortlessly be reeted on the higher ones: storing some min-max information alongthe hierarhy would allow rapid pruning of the volume parts that beome om-pletely outside or inside of the modelled shape. However, the hierarhy explorationfrom the root node to the leaves (whih is also requested in solution 2) annot beavoided, sine the surfae representation has to be updated.With the subsampling approah of solution 2, there is no need to ompute theinterpolated values from the oarser levels: the �eld value at a vertex is diretlygiven. Moreover it allows no dupliation of the Vertex nodes between resolutions.In ontrast, solution 1 would fore the eight orners of the Cell at the left of Figure2 to be distint from their ounterparts in the sub-ells on the right beause thesub-ell values de�ne a delta ontribution over them. Lastly, solution 2 o�ers a kindof vertial independene over the hierarhy: eah level is ompletely independentfrom its anestors, and an thus be updated independently. Therefore, we haveadopted solution 2.When subdividing the grid (i.e. during Cell reation), we pay speial are toshare the Vertex nodes among ommon faes or edges between the adjaent Cells ofthe same level. One these shared strutures are wired, their forthoming updateswon't ost more than a time-stamp omparison to prevent useless omputations.2.1.2. What is a tool?Basially, a tool is another salar �eld that an be positioned, oriented and saledas the user wants (see Figure 3, right). It ould be another hierarhial sampled�eld, or any bounded primitive that an return a salar value from a given loation.The simplest example (the only one we implemented at the moment in the multi-resolution version of our sulpting system2), is an ellipsoidal tool. In our urrentimplementation \material" is represented by positive �eld values, the �eld beingsupposed to be null elsewhere. Our ellipsoidal tool is based on Wyvill's �eld fun-tion: f(p) = � if d � 1 0else 3 � (1� 229 d2 + 179 d4 � 49d8) (1)where p is the query point, and d2 is the squared distane from the tool enterto the point p, expressed in the tool loal frame oordinate. Translation,rotation, and saling of this loal frame gives the tool's urrent position and shape.Using Wyvill's �eld funtion yields several advantages:2The use of various tools ranging from simple primitives to user-designed tools was explored inour previous work [7℄



8 ERIC FERLEY, MARIE-PAULE CANI, JEAN-DOMINIQUE GASCUEL� it is omputationally heap (it uses the squared distane, instead of its squaredroot);� it has a spatially limited domain of inuene (i.e. non-zero values);� it is bell shaped, with C1 variations. This allows smooth blends when di�erenttool ontributions are summed.The tool is applied iteratively by umulating its ontributions into the sampled�eld. The modelled surfae is the iso-surfae at iso = 1:5 extrated from this�eld. As we use the limit of inuene volume to display the tool's shape (i.e. theellipso��d outside of whih the tool's inuene is null), the material deposited by thetool always lies inside the tool's volume (see Figure 5 left). Continuously applyingthe tool at the same loation progressively extends the reated surfae, whih mayeventually reah the tool's border.2.1.3. Applying a toolApplying the tool into the salar �eld involves two important steps: (1). wemust ensure that the tool is orretly sampled, i.e. the ell resolution of the �eldrepresentation must be small enough to apture the tool's features and (2). foreah overed vertex, we have to ombine its urrent �eld value with the tool's on-tribution at that point.The latter is issued using what we all an Ation (see Figure 3, right). An ationtakes a Tool and a Vertex as arguments. It omputes the tool's ontribution atthe vertex, and ombines it with the urrent vertex attributes. For example, anAddAtion simply adds the tool's �eld value to the vertex �eld value, uses thesevalues as weights to sum-up the attributes suh as the gradient and olor, andlamps the �eld value between 0 and 3.The algorithm for applying a tool to a ell of the hierarhial �eld representationis quite simple:Algorithm 1 (Applying a Tool to a Cell).Cell::apply(Tool t, Ation a) fforeah Vertex v do f a.update(t,v); gif (I have no hildren) f hekSubdivide(t); gif (I have hildren) fforeah Cell hild do f hild.apply(t,a); gggNow, how do we know if we need to subdivide a given ell (hekSubdivide testin the algorithm above) ?Let's suppose that the tool has an ellipsoidal shape. We would like to obtain some-thing like Figure 4, where the sampling rate inreases (i.e. the ell size dereases)in regions where the tool has sharp features.First, we might query the tool attributes for requirements on a minimal seurityell-size to reah, in order not to miss any of its features. This ould be a global in-



RESOLUTION ADAPTIVE VOLUME SCULPTING 9

(a) (b)FIG. 4. Sampling an ellipsoidal tool. (a). Only 2 onseutive levels. (b). All the levelshierarhially reated.formation onstant over the tools inuene region, or something loally omputed.For example, if the tool �eld is stored as a hierarhy of ells, we ould easily usethe size of the leaf ell as the minimal size to reah.One we have reahed this minimal size, the �eld ould still be ill-sampled. Forexample, if we use a subtrative ation, we might reate disontinuities, even withspherial tools. Our hoie here is to try to estimate the disrepany of the �eld.If the ell's disrepany is higher than a given tolerane, we go on subdividing (seeFigure 5). Pragmatially, we use this strategy only on ells that are rossing thesurfae, as this is our region of interest (see setion 4.1 for more details on thedisrepany estimator). Moreover, using this strategy in regions where no surfaeexists ould disturb the surfae when it reahes these regions; as the details existingonly in the �eld (and onsequently hidden from the user) would suddenly beomevisible on the surfae being reated.

FIG. 5. Sampling an ellipsoidal tool: the large ellipsoid is the tool, and the small one insideit is the surfae reated. The �gure shows the maximum resolution reahed in highly urved areas.As stated above, using a subtrative tool an ause disontinuities in the salar�eld so the subdivision proess might never end. Here again we rely on the tool to



10 ERIC FERLEY, MARIE-PAULE CANI, JEAN-DOMINIQUE GASCUELquery a maximum depth to reah. In fat, this is formulated as a smallest ell sizenot to overpass, whih we all the maximum resolution. It ould, exatly as theminimum resolution above, be loally adapted inside the tool's region of inuene.At the moment, our ellipsoidal tools only expresses it as a onstant fator, depend-ing on the tool's sale used.This leads to the following algorithm:Algorithm 2 (Testing a ell for subdivision).Cell::hekSubdivide(Tool t) fif (size > t.getMinResolution() ) fsubdivide();g else fif (size < t.getMaxResolution() ) fif (estimateDisrepany() > aeptableDisprepany) fsubdivide();ggggWe do not have a priori knowledge of the �eld's pro�le before we reah the bot-tom level of subdivision. Thus we an not stop the subdivision to ondut anysimpli�ation (\undivide" of Figure 2) at any partiular level, as we an not guar-antee that the �ner level will not add surfae details. As a result, we ondut aseparate simpli�ation pass over the whole sampled �eld at idle moments of theinteration. The simpli�ation strategy we are urrently using is rather drasti, asit destroys every Cell that does not (and whose hildren do not) ross the surfae.Updating the oarser levels �rst, as depited in the apply algorithm, is ruialto provide an interative visual feedbak. This means areful initialization of thenewly reated Vertex set. Figure 6 represents a slie of the salar �eld value for aell that is to be subdivided. Figure 6.b shows the example e�et of applying a toolwith an Add Ation. The value of the two border verties of the ell is modi�ed withthe tool's ontribution. The reation of the new verties for the sub-ells requiresinterpolation of the �eld value prior to the urrent tool appliation, as illustratedin Figure 6.. so that the tool's modi�ations an properly be added.We ould simply use a kind of reverse ation to obtain these values and attributesbak from the urrent ones. Unfortunately, as the �eld values are lamped, the toolappliation is not reversible. So we have to expliitly ahe the �eld values prior tourrent tool/ation modi�ation.Our urrent implementation of this Vertex ahe uses STL hash map indexed by thememory addresses of the Verties to map the Vertex state prior to the urrent tool'smodi�ation. We thus have one Vertex ahe per ouple Tool-Ation appliation.



RESOLUTION ADAPTIVE VOLUME SCULPTING 11
(a) (b)
() (d)FIG. 6. Applying a tool at level k (1D representation). The �gures represent the �eld valueas a funtion of vertex loation : (a). The �eld before any modi�ation. (b). Updating vertiesat level k. (). Creating the level k + 1 and initializing it with the values interpolated from levelk before the update. (d). Updating verties at level k + 1As a side e�et, this provides almost enough information for undoing the e�etof the urrently applied tool.2.1.4. UndoUndo �les3 are diretly generated from the vertex ahe built during the �eldupdate. These �les are simply a dump of the set of modi�ed verties. The mem-ory addresses used to retrieve the verties are not stored as the vertex might bedestroyed or realloated between the save and the reload of this undo-�le.We deided to treat Undo as a speial Ation. The �rst onsequene of this isthat we an easily use the urrent tool's ontribution to weight our undo-ation.We all this proess a Progressive Undo Ation. On the same basis, we an simplyuse the tool's ontribution as an in/out seletor to ativate or not the undo, we allthis a Loal Undo Ation. We also provide the ommonly expeted Undo Ationbehavior, i.e. a global undo, whih is independent from the urrent tool being used.The seond onsequene of treating Undo as an Ation is that, as the undo-ationis handled internally as a normal tool ation, it transparently generates the redo.3. PRIORITY QUEUE BASED FIELD UPDATEThe reursive approah for performing �eld updates, desribed in Setion 2.1.3,isn't suitable for an interative update. Atually, it walks along the hierarhy depth�rst, thus missing the requirement to update oarser levels before onsidering �ner3The use of undo �les does not forbid interativity. We suspet that this may be thanks tothe Operating Systems �lesystem ahing. Both under Irix, Linux and WindowsNT/2000, thisappears to work surprisingly well.



12 ERIC FERLEY, MARIE-PAULE CANI, JEAN-DOMINIQUE GASCUELones. Next, we explain how to get this feature, whih is essential for ahievinginteraive display. 3.1. From oarser to �ner levelsWe use a priority queue sorted on the level addressed and on the tool/ationonerned to ensure an update from oarser to �ner levels. The tools/ations mustbe sequentially applied, but we should update the oarser levels �rst. Thus weperform a straightforward priority evaluation based on these two riteria.Our implementation uses a STL priority queue, whih itself relies on a STL vetorby default. The level is simply the ell size and the tool/ation ouple to applyis enlosed in a loal ToolCopy. The ToolCopy is a frozen opy of the tool at itsappliation time. It ontains some state information (suh as position, orientation,sale, olor, et), a referene to the tool and ation involved and a unique identi�er(an integer, ating like a time ounter, see Figure 7) that also serves as a time-stampto avoid useless omputations.The queueing internals are enlosed in a Level Manager (Figure 7). It initiates theappliation proess from a Tool/Ation ouple by reating a ToolCopy from themand inserting it with the urrent root-ell's size into its priority queue.

FIG. 7. Data-struture used for priority queues handling.The Apply proedure outlined in 2.1.3 is not altered muh. It still updates itsinternal verties and subdivides if needed. Then, instead of reursively allingapply on the existing hildren, it simply inserts a new element made up of the sameToolCopy and the next level.3.2. Emptying the queueTo empty the priority queue we need to �nd all the ells of a given size (or level)that are interseted by the ToolCopy (whih is muh like an image of the Tool atthe moment its appliation was posted). Without any additional struture, thiswould mean reursively walking through the ells hierarhy from the root-ell untilwe reah the ells having the desired size. To the ost of walking from the root-ellwe must add the extra-ost of the intersetion test with the tool for eah ells ofthe intermediate levels.



RESOLUTION ADAPTIVE VOLUME SCULPTING 13To avoid these useless omputations, we use a simple ell-queue with basi onstant-time operations (pushbak and popfront) to temporarily store the ells intersetedby the tool from one level to the next. Cell-queues are indexed by a ToolCopy andthe size of the ells it ontains. They an be diretly inserted/handled inside themanager priority queue, whose elements are then the ell-queues (Figure 8).The Apply proedure of 2.1.3 is again slightly modi�ed: it reeives a ell-queueas an extra parameter. Children ells that interset the tool are appended to thisqueue.

FIG. 8. The Level Manager: a priority queue of ell-queues.Another bene�t of these ell-queues is that they allow interruption of the pro-essing of a given level if any oarser level is inserted inside the manager. Theinterrupted ell-queue is simply re-inserted in the manager priority queue, and isproperly handled from where it was suspended when the working task returns toit. 3.3. Multi-proessA key feature to ease interativity is to have an interation/display thread run-ning separately from the bakground update proess. We onsidered and triedvarious multi-threaded strategies but �nally a two-threads approah proved to bethe most simple and eÆient. It is simple beause we only have one proess mod-ifying the data struture so little exlusion mehanism is needed. It is eÆient forthe same reason: no system all overhead or bloking/deadlok situation.The update-thread is reated at program start-up and empties the priority queueof the Level Manager in the bakground. The user interats in a separate thread.Applying a tool beomes the insertion of one Cell-queue that ontains only the ur-rent root-ell into the Level Manager. The update-thread then possibly interrupts



14 ERIC FERLEY, MARIE-PAULE CANI, JEAN-DOMINIQUE GASCUELits urrent ell-queue proessing and handles normally the next sub-ells-queuesinsertion and proessing.The only bloking aess onerns the insertion and removal of ell queues in theLevel Manager priority queue. It is easily handled via a lassial loking meha-nism. It is important to note at that point that the update proess gets most ofits workload to empty the spei� Cell queue it extrated from the Level Managerand �lling one for the next level. Consequently, the aess to the Level Managerto insert or retrieve a Cell queue is not really bloking as both proesses do notintensely aess it. Note also that the update proess is the only one aessing theCell-queues it empties or �lls, as the draw proess aesses the Cells through thehierarhy and not through the Cell-queues. So inside eah Cell-queue no exlusionmehanism is needed.We implemented the threading/loking failities both with Posix threads, IRIXspros, and Windows threads with no remarkable speed impat. When the priorityqueue of Cell-queues to update beomes empty, the update thread onduts thesimpli�ation step evoked in setion 2.1.3. One this simpli�ation is ahieved, weuse the bloking faility of the lok system alls to suspend the update thread andsave proessor resoures. 3.4. FlexibilityThis priority queue mehanism appears very exible. Though we are not exploit-ing this at the moment, it ould handle several tools ating on the �eld at the sametime without requiring any modi�ation. These tools, possibly ontrolled by dif-ferent users, would be inserted into the Level Manager as usual and transparentlyhandled by the update-thread. The tools ould even interat in overlapping regionsas they would be properly inserted into the priority queue thanks to the exlusiveinsertion mehanism.More pragmatially, priority tuning ould also help improving the interationquality. Suppose the user makes a large hange at some large low-detail levels ofthe ell hierarhy, then omes to another region where small details already exists,and tries to edit these small details. With our urrent priority sheme, no updatewill happen until the global update sequene level reahes this level. We ouldeasily avoid this problem with little impat on the rest of the modules, by tuningthe priority evaluation aording to the user's urrent fous.4. RENDERING AND SIMPLIFICATIONExepting [15, 1, 2, 12℄ that use ray-asting to visualize the iso-surfaes of thesalar �eld, all other approahes are based on the Marhing Cubes Algorithm.Basially, the ray-asting proess allows an update of only the portion of the sreenthat is being edited (tool projetion footprint). This may appear as more eÆient.However, it also forbids movement of the objet while editing it beause the redrawe�ort would then beome too important.Our �rst approah [7℄ did on�rm that the Marhing Cubes algorithm was wellsuited to interative update and visualization of the surfae, exploiting graphis



RESOLUTION ADAPTIVE VOLUME SCULPTING 15hardware. In our resolution-adaptive sulpting system, we still use the ostlesssphere-mapped environment texturing that was introdued in [7℄ to improve shapepereption by generating high quality highlights.4.1. Surfae reationTo display the iso-surfae, we test eah ell against iso-rossing. This onsistsof omparing the eight orners' �eld value to the iso-value. These omparisonsserve to ompute a Marhing Cubes on�guration index. If the ell rosses theiso-value, we assoiate a Surfae Element to it. This struture stores the MarhingCubes on�guration index (an integer) and at most twelve pointers to some SurfaePoints. The Surfae Points are the intersetions of the iso-surfae with the urrentCell's edges. They are linearly interpolated from two adjaent Verties to maththe iso-value. They also interpolate the verties attributes, suh as the gradient(that beomes the surfae normal) and olor information. Simple time-stampingmehanisms avoid multiple omputations of these points during the verties up-date step through the Cells exploration.Additionally, the Surfae Element is used to estimate the surfae disrepanyintrodued in Setion 2.1.3. We need a quantity that indiates the atness ofthe extrated surfae. We deide to exploit the normals extrated at the surfaepoints. If the normals are all pointing in a similar diretion, the surfae will bewell represented by our linear approximation. On the ontrary, if they have verydi�erent diretions, our linear approximation is poor and the sampling rate shouldbe inreased to better math the underlying iso-surfae. We use a straightforwardestimator that omputes a kind of standard deviation of the surfae normals (seeFigure 9).

(a) (b) ()FIG. 9. Estimating the atness of a surfae element: we �rst ompute an average normalof the normals omputed at the surfaes points (b) and then sum-up the squared length of thedi�erene vetors between the surfae point normals and the average ().As a result, we obtain many approximations (Level Of Detail) of the iso-surfaeat eah level of the ells hierarhy. Figure 10 shows, for the same surfae, di�erentapproximations that are omputed and stored along the ell hierarhy.
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(a) (b)

() (d)FIG. 10. Di�erent levels of surfae elements from oarse (a) to �ne (), with an intermediatelevel (b). Figure () illustrates the adaptive re�nement of the sampling rate: the wireframe surfaedisplayed reahed the bottom of the hierarhy. (d) shows a textured version of the polygonalapproximation in (). 4.2. Surfae displayThe re�nement proess guided by the disrepany estimator enables orret sam-pling of the �eld. However, at the leaf level of the hierarhy we obtain far too manytriangles for any urrent graphi hardware to display interatively.Our �rst solution to remedy this was to ondut a simple objet based viewfrustum ulling. As the ells hierarhy also onstitutes a good spae partition, wean eÆiently prune the ells outside of the view frustum. This is partiularly usefulwhen editing small features that are part of a large model. For example, most ofthe surfae of the sulpture displayed in Figure 12.(a) gets ulled very early in thehierarhy, thus the hierarhy exploration for displaying the surfae is onentratedon the visible parts.However, this is learly not suÆient when the whole model is ontained insidethe view frustum. To address this problem, we ompute for eah ell an estimatedprojeted size on the sreen. It is estimated from the ell's size and the distaneof the ell's enter to the sreen projetion plane. Using this projeted size, we



RESOLUTION ADAPTIVE VOLUME SCULPTING 17an stop the hierarhy exploration when the projetion of the urrent ell beomestoo small. For example, if the projeted size of a ell is smaller than a pixel, thetriangles ontained inside its hildren will be smaller, so we avoid visiting them andrather draw the surfae element of the urrent ell.This mehanism gives ontrol over the number of displayed ells at eah frameand dynamially selets a LOD dependent on the distane to the projetion plane.We �rst exploited this display omplexity ontrol with a global minimum projetedsize that the user ould edit (see Figure 11). Nevertheless, this �xed ontrol wasnot suÆient beause even during idle moments, the displayed surfae remainsunre�ned. Moreover, if the user zooms in or out, the surfae an result in a modelthat may be poorly or over populated.Our solution here is to automatially adjust this minimum projeted size fromframe to frame to maintain a given framerate during user interation. At the endof eah frame, we measure the time spent from the previous frame end and weuse the di�erene with the desired display time to weight the growing fator of theminimum projeted size. Pragmatially, we used the third power of this di�ereneto minimize its inuene when the display time is near its goal, and emphasize itwhen it's far from it, keeping its sign. When the user is idle, the limit projetedsize is progressively redued lose to zero. So the fully detailed geometry an berendered if the user waits suÆiently long; whih will allow a non-interative butaurate display during the session.Contrary to other multiresolution iso-surfae onstrutions, we pay no attentionto the raks that appear between adjaent ells of di�erent sizes. Solving thisproblem by drawing more triangles would not be a solution, sine the problem mayome from the fat that the �eld is not de�ned at the same resolution in adjaentells. A solution would be to simply reonnet the surfae-elements found at eahell. We deliberately hoose to NOT to do this. A �rst reason for this hoie isthat the surfae is always hanging during the sulpting proess. Another reasonomes from the fat that we dynamially selet, at eah frame, where to stop inthe ells hierarhy display. Reonneting surfae elements would fore us to alwaystrak the neighboring ells. This would largely slow down the display rate, whih isespeially true in our unonstrained hierarhy (adjaent ells ould be distant frommore than one level of resolution). Moreover, as long as a suÆiently large numberof polygons is displayed, the raks an remain hardly visible (see Figure 10 (d) forexample), it is thus a posteriori not worth the e�ort.If needed, performing a global o�ine reonnetion proess would be easy if theurrent surfae has to be onverted to a standard mesh representation to outputan export �le. 5. APPLICATIONSWe show here two examples of sulptures produed with our system. The objetswere sulpted using a 2D-mouse with a "virtual trakball" metaphor (a Magellanspaemouse is also available). The images are diret sreen shots from the intera-tive sulpting sessions.Additional material, suh as higher resolution images and a video showing oursystem interativity are available athttp://w3imagis.imag.fr/Publiations/2001/FCG01/.



18 ERIC FERLEY, MARIE-PAULE CANI, JEAN-DOMINIQUE GASCUEL5.1. Creation from srathOur �rst example is a harater model reated from srath. The wireframe viewsin Figure 11 illustrates the display omplexity ontrol. In this ase, we use a �xedminimum projeted size, so the loser the model, the more detailed surfae versionwe get. If the minimum projeted size was automatially updated, as no part of thesurfae is ulled, we should obtain approximately the same omplexity on the fourviews.

FIG. 11. The di�erent views show the adaptation of the LOD while the model is movedloser to the amera.Figure 12 shows some steps of the modelling proess. Fae details have beenmodelled �rst using additive tools of di�erent sizes to reate the head, the hin andthe hair (see Figure 12 (a)). Then, a negative tool has been used to remove materialin the eye regions and the eyes have been reated inside these hollows by suessivelyadding and then removing material. High resolution editing was neessary forsulpting the lips. Next, a oarse body was progressively reated (Figures 12 (b)and ()). (b) shows details on the hand reation, whih uses again suessiveaddition and removal operations. The sulpture was reated by a beginner withthis multiresolution sulpting system in about two hours.5.2. Editing of a model imported from a meshThe ability to import and edit existing models is an interesting feature.Volumetri dataset are easily onverted to our material density 3d �eld represen-tation: it onsists of performing a translation and sale of the input values to makethe iso-surfae math the desired iso-value, and the �eld values range in the desiredmin-max interval.Importing polygonal models an be umbersome, espeially if the input modelsare non-manifold/orientable or ontain some interseting polygons. We initializethe �eld on eah grid point using the signed distane to the polygonal mesh. Field
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(a) (b) ()FIG. 12. Three steps of a harater's modelling. Figures (a) and (b) show two losed viewsused for modelling respetively the fae and the hand. Figure () shows the tool and two lights(represented as spheres) around the harater, and uses a di�erent rendering style, with no highlights. Note the di�erent surfae resolutions in the three views, whih are quite apparent in theeyes region.values are then translated and saled to �t the desired iso-value and interval. Adetailed desription of this onversion method is beyond the sope of this paper,but note that the ell hierarhy an be of great help during the onversion proess,sine going deeper in the hierarhy an help disambiguate intriate situations.Figure 13 shows an example where we edit a onverted polygonal model. Largesale additive tools have been used for reating the main harater's body featureswhile preserving surfae smoothness. A spherial tool inserted inside the head wasused to reate the helmet, and a slightly larger at version of it for the helmet'sborder. The wings were reated by suessively using very small additive tools,thus reating high resolution details. The same tehnique was used for the hain.Creating the whole harater took one and a half hour.6. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKSWe have presented a 3D sulpture system that provides diret interation withthe model { an iso-surfae of a salar �eld { at any modelling sale. The �eld repre-sentation, totally transparent to the user, is a fully dynami hierarhial struture,that re�nes where and when needed. Interative rates are obtained whatever themodeling sale due to a progressive update of the hierarhial �eld, from oarse to�ne resolutions, using a priority queue mehanism. This mehanism enables on-tinuous appliation of a tool while maintaining interative update rates. Renderingrelies on the hierarhial struture for performing loal iso-surfae extration anddisplaying the adequate LOD depending on the size the region oupied on thesreen. We have shown that our system an be used for both diret reation ofa omplex surfae, or for editing a surfae onverted from another representation.Our examples also show that our system is espeially well adapted to the design oforgani shapes, suh as the reation of virtual haraters.A �rst extension to the system would be to interfae it with a fore feedbakdevie, suh as existing artiulated arms (i.e. Phantom). One should note thatombining suh an hapti system with our multiproessing tehnique based on
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(a) (b)

() (d)FIG. 13. Editing a model imported from polygonal data.pthreads is not a problem, sine the phantom interfae is running in a spei�thread under IRIX OS. We have already experimented with it in the previousversion of our sulpting system [7℄ as desribed in [3℄. Hapti interation provedto be a great aid in the sulpting proess, sine the user an \feel" the model, andthus deide more easily if he is adding material onto or in front of the surfae.Extending fore feedbak to the multi-resolution version of our sulpting systemwould however require hanging the way the feedbak fore is evaluated. Similarto the rendering pass, the ell hierarhy ould be used to deide at whih levelfore evaluation is performed aording to the available time-interval (usually, forefeedbak is omputed at 1000 Hz). This would result in oarser fores when largetools are used, but real-time response would be preserved.
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